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We consider the newly proposed Bahamonde-Dialektopoulos-Levi Said (BDLS) theory, that is the
Horndeski analog in the teleparallel framework and thus contains a non-minimally coupled scalar
field, including higher order derivatives, that leads however to second order field equations both for
the tetrad and the scalar field. This theory was mostly constructed to revive those models that were
severely constrained in the scalar-tensor version of the theory from the GW170817, but includes also
much richer phenomenology because of the nature of the torsion tensor. For this theory we determine
the parametrized post-Newtonian limit, calculate the full set of post-Newtonian parameters and
highlight some special cases.
I. INTRODUCTION
General Relativity (GR) and its cosmological model, ΛCDM, are known to possess some features that do not go
along with observations [1, 2]. The accelerating expansion of the Universe is usually associated to the cosmological
constant Λ, the observed value of which differs from the theoretical prediction, i.e. considered as the vacuum energy
from Quantum Field Theory (QFT), for 120 orders of magnitude. On top of this, experiments fail to detect a suitable
particle candidate for dark matter (an unknown form of matter that interacts only gravitationally), as well as a
TeV-scale supersymmetry. These problems, together with some other astrophysical ones, motivated physicists to start
formulating alternative descriptions of the gravitational interactions, leading to a plethora of modified theories of
gravity [3–5].
Many theories in several different contexts have been studied throughout the years in the literature. Some indicative
examples are extensions of GR such as f(R˚), f(G˚) models [6–9]; theories involving extra fields like scalar-tensor
theories, Tensor-Vector-Scalar (TeVeS) theories, Einstein-Aether and so on; higher dimensional theories like the Dvali-
Gabadadze-Porratti (DGP) model, Kaluza-Klein, Randall-Sundrum I & II and more [3]; as well as non-local theories
involving terms as ˚−1R˚ and other such scalars1 [10–13].
Lately, it has been realised that gravitational interactions can be equivalently described by three different theories
[14]. This is known in the literature as the Geometric Trinity of Gravity and it refers to three theories all describing
gravity in a different mathematical way, using different connections of the spacetime, but are all equivalent with each
other [15, 16]. The first one is GR that is based on the curvature of the Levi-Civita connection, the second one is
Teleparallel gravity (TG) [17, 18] that is based on the torsion of the Weitzenböck connection, and the third one is
Symmetric Teleparallel gravity (STG) [19–21] based on the non-metricity of a flat, symmetric connection. Even in
these newly proposed theories, there have been proposed many modifications [18, 22–27].
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2Horndeski theory is the most general scalar-tensor theory with a single scalar field in four dimensions leading to
second order field equations [28]. Recently, part of the authors proposed a new theory, that is a reformulation of
Horndeski theory in the Teleparallel framework, i.e. using a connection that is curvature- and nonmetricity-free and
possesses only torsion [29]. Based on that, S. Bahamonde, K. F. Dialektopoulos and J. Levi Said (from hereon BDLS)
introduced a scalar field and constructed the Horndeski analog in this “different” geometry. The resulting theory
should have second order field equations, in order to avoid ghosts, should not contain parity-violating terms and up to
quadratic contractions of the torsion tensor. The motivation for this, is the fact that Horndeski theory in its known,
i.e. curvature, formulation, was severely constrained by the GW170817 event. It turns out that, in the teleparallel
framework not only the eliminated couplings revive, but also many more interesting ones result because of the presence
of a new function [30].
There are several ways to constrain modifications of gravity. Theoretically, they should satisfy some criteria such
as positivity of energy, causal structure and so on. Another important criterion is to confront the theory with
observations. To do so, we have to bring the theory to a form that is characterized by a certain amount of parameters
and to compare these parameters with high precision measurements of their values in the solar system in order to
constrain different classes of theories. A broadly used and well established tool to test modifications of gravity is
the parametrized Post-Newtonian (PPN) formalism which effectively characterizes gravity theories by a set of ten
parameters and by comparing them with high precision data from the Solar System, we can study the viability of the
theory.
Several studies of the PPN formalism in scalar-torsion theories have shown that many models give the same values
with GR to the PPN parameters and thus cannot be distinguished using these high-precision measurements. More
specifically, in [31] and [32] the authors study the PPN expansion of teleparallel dark energy models showing that
they cannot be distinguished from GR and thus being much different than scalar-tensor theories [33, 34] that need
specific screening mechanisms to pass Solar system tests. In [35] they study the same models as before by adding
a non-minimal coupling of the scalar field with the boundary term. Interestingly enough, they find that this new
coupling affects the PPN parameters of the theory, which they obtain for different cases. The interested reader should
also check the recent works on the subject [36–38]. In this paper, we study the PPN parametrization of the BDLS
theory, i.e. the teleparallel analog of Horndeski gravity, in order to constrain its parameters from various experiments.
This paper is organized as follows: in section II we review the basics of Teleparallel gravity, meaning the fundamental
fields of the theory and the basic underlying principles; in addition, we formulate the recently proposed BDLS theory.
In Sec. III we derive the field equations for this theory both for the tetrad and for the scalar field. The main result of
the paper is presented in Sec. IV where we discuss the PPN expansion of BDLS theory. Finally, in Sec. V we discuss
some special cases, i.e. models that draw more attention in the literature. In Sec. VI we conclude our results and
discuss future aspects.
Throughout the paper, capital Latin letters A,B,C, ... are Lorentz indices, while the Greek ones α, β, µ, ... represent
coordinates of the spacetime manifold. Furthermore, small Latin letters from the middle of the alphabet, i.e. i, j, k, ...
are used for spatial indices. Quantities calculated with the Levi-Civita connection (e.g. connections, covariant
derivatives, d’Alembertians) are given with a circle on top, e.g. ∇˚µ and quantities referring to flat spacetime are
denoted with a bar on top, e.g. ¯. All the other quantities that have no symbols, e.g. Γαµν , are calculated
with (or referred to) the Weitzenböck connection. Also unless otherwise stated, we use the metric signature ηµν =
diag(−1, 1, 1, 1), and geometric units.
II. TELEPARALLEL GRAVITY AND ITS EXTENSION TO BDLS THEORY
Through the Levi-Civita connection, Γ˚σµν , GR expresses gravitation as geometric curvature. In curvature-based
theories of gravity, the amount of curvature present in a system is then expressed through the Riemann tensor which
is the fundamental measure of curvature in standard gravity [39]. This has been extended to produce several extended
theories of gravity [3, 4] which are constructed on the Levi-Civita connection together with the metric tensor.
On the other hand, the fundamental dynamical object of TG is the tetrad, eAµ, which acts as a soldering agent
[17] between the general manifold (Greek indices) and Minkowski space (capital Latin indices). Along this line of
reasoning, the tetrad can readily be used to raise Minkowski space indices to the general manifold or vice versa [40]
gµν = e
A
µe
B
νηAB , (1)
ηAB = E
µ
A E
ν
B gµν , (2)
3which serve as the definition for the inverse tetrad, E µA , which must also adhere to the orthogonality conditions
eAµE
µ
B = δ
A
B , (3)
eAµE
ν
A = δ
ν
µ , (4)
which also normalise the tetrads. However, there are an infinite number of tetrad choices that satisfy these conditions
due to the local Lorentz transformations (LLTs), ΛAB, on the Minkowski space.
TG is based on the replacement of the Levi-Civita connection with the Weitzenböck connection which exchanges the
tetrad as the fundamental dynamical variable instead of the metric. This is the most general linear affine connection
that is curvatureless and satisfies metricity ∇µgαβ = 0 [41]. The Weitzenböck connection can be expressed as [18, 22]
Γσνµ = E
σ
A ∂µe
A
ν + E
σ
A ω
A
Bµe
B
ν , (5)
where ωABµ represents the spin connection components. As in GR, this object accounts for the LLT degrees of
freedom (DoF), but unlike GR, this is a flat connection and plays an active role in the field equations to counter any
inertial effects from the LLT invariance of the theory. Naturally, there always will exist a frame in which the spin
connection components will be allowed to vanish, this is the so-called purely inertial gauge [18, 42].
In choosing the Weitzenböck connection, the Riemann tensor turns out to identically vanish for every choice of
tetrad (or the metric it produces) irrespective of its components. This occurs because the Riemann tensor measures
curvature which is associated with the connection not the metric and so TG necessitates another way to measure
geometric deformation due to gravitation. To do this, TG uses the torsion tensor defined by the antisymmetry of the
connection through [17, 43]
TAµν := 2Γ
A
[νµ] , (6)
which is a measure of the field strength of gravitation in TG, and where square brackets denote antisymmetry.
This quantity transforms covariantly under local Lorentz transformations [44]. The torsion tensor can be readily
decomposed into irreducible axial, vector and purely tensorial parts which are defined by [45, 46]
aµ :=
1
6
ǫµνσρT
νσρ , (7)
vµ := T
σ
σµ , (8)
tσµν :=
1
2
(Tσµν + Tµσν) +
1
6
(gνσvµ + gνµvσ)− 1
3
gσµvν , (9)
where ǫµνσρ represents the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbols in four dimensions. These tensors are irreducible
parts with respect to the local Lorentz group, and vanish when contracted with each other due to the symmetries of
the torsion tensor. The axial, vector, and purely tensorial parts can be used to construct the scalar invariants
Tax := aµa
µ =
1
18
(TσµνT
σµν − 2TσµνT µσν) , (10)
Tvec := vµv
µ = T σσµT
ρµ
ρ , (11)
T ten := tσµνt
σµν =
1
2
(TσµνT
σµν + TσµνT
µσν)− 1
2
T σσµT
ρµ
ρ , (12)
which are all possible scalar invariants that are parity preserving that can be produced from these irreducible parts
[47]. In fact, these scalar invariants form the most general purely gravitational Lagrangian, f(Tax, Tvec, T ten) [46],
that is quadratic in torsion in that the scalars are at most quadratic and second-order in terms of the resulting field
equations, while not being parity violating. Another critical feature of these scalars is that the linear combination,
labelled as the torsion scalar,
T :=
3
2
Tax +
2
3
Tten − 2
3
T vec =
1
2
(
EA
σgρµEB
ν + 2EB
ρgσµEA
ν +
1
2
ηABg
µρgνσ
)
TAµνT
B
ρσ , (13)
turns out to be equal to the regular Ricci scalar, R˚ (calculated using the Levi-Civita connection), up to a total
divergence term given by [47]
R = R˚+ T − 2
e
∂µ
(
eT σ µσ
)
= 0 , (14)
4where R is the Ricci scalar determined with the Weitzenböck connection which naturally vanishes, and e = det
(
eAµ
)
=√−g is the tetrad determinant. This means that
R˚ = −T + 2
e
∂µ
(
eT σ µσ
)
:= −T +B . (15)
Given that B is a boundary term, a torsion scalar Lagrangian will produce identical field equations as those of GR
and thus form the Teleparallel Gravity equivalent to General Relativity (TEGR) [17, 48], despite the total divergence
difference at the level of the Lagrangian.
In GR, the procedure by which local Lorentz frames are transformed to general ones is by the exchange of the
Minkowski metric with its general metric tensor while also raising the partial derivative to the covariant derivative
associated with the Levi-Civita connection [39]. TG is different in that this coupling prescription is guided by an
exchange of so-called trivial (tangent space) tetrads with their general manifold tetrad analog, while, for a scalar field
Ψ = Ψ(x), the identical derivative procedure is kept, i.e. [17]
∂µ → ∇˚µ , (16)
which emphasises the close relationship both theories have [14].
With both the gravitational and scalar field sections adequately developed, we consider the conditions on which the
Teleparallel Gravity analog of the Horndeski framework in four dimensions is built [29], which are (i) the dynamical
equations of the theory are at most second-order in their derivatives of the tetrads; (ii) the scalar invariants are not
parity violating; and (iii) at most quadratic contractions of the torsion tensor are allowed. In standard gravity, the
Lovelock theorem [49] shows that any Lagrangian beyond that in the Einstein-Hilbert action (up to a constant) cannot
remain second-order in their field equations. This is not the case in TG [50] where a potentially infinite number of
terms can be incorporated into the Lagrangian of a second-order theory. Condition (iii) is a statement about the
possible terms that are considered from this infinite series of terms, where higher order corrections may play a role in
other phenomenology.
These conditions directly produce a finite set of scalar invariants that describe the nonminimal coupling with the
scalar field for the linear appearance of the torsion tensor [29]
I2 = v
µφ;µ , (17)
and the quadratic torsion tensor coupling terms
J1 = a
µaνφ;µφ;ν , (18)
J3 = vσt
σµνφ;µφ;ν , (19)
J5 = t
σµνt µ¯σ νφ;µφ;µ¯ , (20)
J6 = t
σµνt µ¯ν¯σ φ;µφ;νφ;µ¯φ;ν¯ , (21)
J8 = t
σµνt ν¯σµ φ;νφ;ν¯ , (22)
J10 = ǫ
µ
νσρa
νtαρσφ;µφ;α , (23)
which also observe the other conditions, and where semicolon represents Levi-Civita covariant derivatives.
These new scalar invariants can be arbitrarily combined to produce a new Lagrangian term
LTele := GTele (φ,X, T, Tax, Tvec, I2, J1, J3, J5, J6, J8, J10) , (24)
where the kinetic term is defined as X := − 12∂µφ∂µφ. Given the lower-order nature of TG, the other terms of standard
Horndeski gravity retain their original formulations except that they are now expressed through the tetrad formalism.
Therefore the TG analog of Horndeski’ theory of gravity [51] turns out to be [29]
SBDLS = 1
2κ2
∫
d4x eLTele + 1
2κ2
5∑
i=2
∫
d4x eLi +
∫
d4x eLm , (25)
where
L2 := G2(φ,X) , (26)
L3 := G3(φ,X)˚φ , (27)
L4 := G4(φ,X) (−T +B) +G4,X(φ,X)
[(
˚φ
)2
− φ;µνφ;µν
]
, (28)
L5 := G5(φ,X)G˚µνφ;µν − 1
6
G5,X(φ,X)
[(
˚φ
)3
+ 2φ ν;µ φ
α
;ν φ
µ
;α − 3φ;µνφ;µν ˚φ
]
, (29)
5with Lm being the matter Lagrangian, κ2 = 8πG, G˚µν is the standard Einstein tensor, and comma represents
partial derivatives. The standard Horndeski gravity is clearly recovered for the choice GTele = 0. Stemming from
the invariance under LLTs and the general covariance of the underlying torsion tensor formalism, the TG analog of
Horndeski’s theory of gravity turns out to also adhere to these invariance properties. Let us emphasise here that since
the torsion tensor is covariant under local Lorentz transformations, the BDLS theory is also invariant under these
transformations [29].
III. FIELD EQUATIONS FOR BDLS THEORY
In this section, we will present the field equations in BDLS gravity. By varying the action (25) with respect to the
tetrads, we find that
δeSBDLS = eLTeleEAµδeAµ + eδeLTele + e
5∑
i=2
LiEAµδeAµ + eδe
5∑
i=2
Li + 2κ2eΘAµδeAµ = 0 , (30)
where we have used δe = eEA
µδeAµ, and we have defined the energy-momentum tensor as
ΘA
µ =
1
e
δ(eLm)
δeAµ
. (31)
The variations of δe
∑5
i=2 Li gives the standard Horndeski field equations whereas the the variations δeLTele are
related to the extra terms coming from Teleparallel gravity. After doing several computations, one finds that the field
equations can be written as
4(∂λGTele,T)SA
λµ + 4e−1∂λ(eSA
λµ)GTele,T − 4GTele,TT σ λASσ µλ + 4GTele,TwBAνSBνµ
−φ;A
[
GTele,Xφ
;µ −GTele,I2vµ − 2GTele,J1aµaJφ;J +GTele,J3vItKµIφ;K − 2GTele,J5tIµKtIJKφ;J
+2GTele,J6tILKt
µ
M
Iφ;Kφ;Lφ;M − 2GTele,J8tIJK tIJµφ;K −GTele,J10aJφ;I
(
ǫµJCDtI
CD + ǫIJCDt
µCD
)]
+
1
3
[
M I(ǫIB
CDEC
µTBAD − ǫIBCDEDµωBAC) + e−1∂ν
(
eM IǫIA
CDEC
νED
µ
)]
−N I(EIµωρAρ − ωµAI − T µAI − vAEIµ) + e−1∂ν
(
eN I(EA
νEI
µ − EAµEIν)
)
−OIJKHIJKAµ + e−1∂ν
(
eOIJKLIJKA
µν
)
− LTeleEAµ + 2EAνgµα
5∑
i=2
G(i)αν = 2κ2ΘAµ , (32)
where the quantities M I , N I , OIJK , HIJKA
µ and LIJKA
µν are given by (A33), (A34), (A35), (A12) and (A16),
respectively. The terms G(i)αν
∑5
i=2 G(i)µν were explicitly found in [52] (see Eqs. (13a)-(13d) there). The complete
derivation of the Teleparallel terms are written in the Appendix (A) for completeness. The quantity SA
λµ = 14 (T
A
λµ−
T λA
µ − T µAλ) + 12 (δµAT λ − δλAT µ) is the so-called superpotential.
Variations of the action with respect to the scalar field give us the modified Klein Gordon equation,
∇˚µ
(
Jµ−Tele +
5∑
i=2
J iµ
)
= Pφ−Tele +
5∑
i=2
P iφ , (33)
where Jµ−Tele and Pφ−Tele are defined as
Jµ−Tele = −GTele,X(∇˚µφ) +GTele,I2vµ + 2GTele,J1aµaν∇˚νφ−GTele,J3vαtµνα(∇˚νφ)
−2GTele,J5tβναtβµα(∇˚νφ) + 2GTele,J8tανµtανβ(∇˚βφ)− 2GTele,J6tναβtµσν(∇˚αφ)(∇˚βφ)(∇˚σφ) ,
−GTele,J10aν(∇˚αφ)(ǫµνρσtαρσ + ǫανρσtµρσ) , (34)
Pφ−Tele = GTele,φ . (35)
For more details about the derivation of these equations, see the appendix §.A 3. Using R˚ = −T +B, one finds that
6P iφ is given by [52]
P 2φ = G2,φ , (36a)
P 3φ = ∇˚µG3,φ∇˚µφ , (36b)
P 4φ = G4,φ(−T +B) +G4,φX
[
(˚φ)2 − (∇˚µ∇˚νφ)2
]
, (36c)
P 5φ = −∇˚µG5,φG˚µν∇˚νφ−
1
6
G5,φX
[
(φ)3 − 3φ(∇˚µ∇˚νφ)2 + 2(∇˚µ∇˚νφ)3
]
, (36d)
and J iµ is defined as
J2µ = −L2,X∇˚µφ , (37a)
J3µ = −L3,X∇˚µφ+G3,X∇˚µX + 2G3,φ∇˚µφ , (37b)
J4µ = −L4,X∇˚µφ+ 2G4,XR˚µν∇˚νφ− 2G4,XX
(
˚φ∇˚µX − ∇˚νX∇˚µ∇˚νφ
)
− 2G4,φX(˚φ∇˚µφ+ ∇˚µX) , (37c)
J5µ = −L5,X∇˚µφ− 2G5,φG˚µν∇˚νφ
−G5,X
[
G˚µν∇˚νX + R˚µνφ∇˚νφ− R˚νλ∇˚νφ∇˚λ∇˚µφ− R˚αµβν∇˚νφ∇˚α∇˚βφ
]
+G5,XX
{1
2
∇˚µX
[
(˚φ)2 − (∇˚α∇˚βφ)2
]
− ∇˚νX
(
˚φ∇˚µ∇˚νφ− ∇˚α∇˚µφ∇˚α∇˚νφ
)}
+G5,φX
{1
2
∇˚µφ
[
(˚φ)2 − (∇˚α∇˚βφ)2
]
+ ˚φ∇˚µX − ∇˚νX∇˚ν∇˚µφ
}
. (37d)
To fully express all terms in the above equations in terms only depending on Teleparallel quantities, one can use the
following identities
R˚λ µσν = ∇˚νKσλµ − ∇˚σKνλµ +KσρµKνλρ −KσλρKνρµ , (38)
R˚µν = ∇˚νKλλµ − ∇˚λKνλµ +KλρµKνλρ −KλλρKνρµ , (39)
G˚µν = e
−1eAµgνρ∂σ(eSA
ρσ)− SBσνTBσµ + 1
4
Tgµν − eAµωBAσSBνσ . (40)
Here, the term Kµ
λ
ν = (1/2)(T
λ
µν − Tνµλ + Tµλν) is the contortion tensor.
IV. POST-NEWTONIAN LIMIT IN BDLS THEORY
We now come to the post-Newtonian limit of the class of theories displayed in the previous section. In order
to simplify the calculation and the result we display later, we first introduce a new parametrization of the action
in section IVA. We then briefly review the post-Newtonian expansion of the field variables and post-Newtonian
energy-momentum in section IVB. To apply this formalism to the theories at hand, we perform a Taylor expansion
in section IVC. It turns out that we must impose that certain Taylor coefficients vanish; we list these restrictions in
section IVD. In section IVE, we finally come to solve the field equations. The resulting PPN parameters are presented
in section IVF.
A. Change of parametrization
For the calculation of the post-Newtonian limit it is helpful to rewrite the teleparallel Lagrangian GTele in the
equivalent form
F (T1, T2, T3, X, Y, φ, J) , (41)
where we used the shorthand notation J = (J1, J3, J5, J6, J8, J10), and where we have introduced the new terms
T1 = T µνρTµνρ , T2 = T µνρTρνµ , T3 = T µµρTννρ , Y = gµνT ρρµφ,ν . (42)
7To see that this is simply an equivalent rewriting, note that these terms are related to the previously defined torsion
terms by
Tax =
1
18
(T1 − 2T2) , Tten = 1
2
(T1 + T2 − T3) , Tvec = T3 , T = 1
4
T1 + 1
2
T2 − T3 , I2 = Y , (43)
so that we can express GTele as
GTele(φ,X, T, Tax, Tvec, I2, J) = GTele
(
φ,X,
1
4
T1 + 1
2
T2 − T3, 1
18
(T1 − 2T2), T3, Y, J
)
. (44)
Conversely, we can express F in terms of the original variables as
F (T1, T2, T3, X, Y, φ, J) = F
(
2(T + Tvec) + 9Tax, T + Tvec − 9
2
Tax, Tvec, X, I2, φ, J
)
. (45)
There are two reasons for this change of variables and rewriting of the Lagrangian. First, it turns out that the field
equations and derivation of the post-Newtonian limit become simpler in the newly introduced variables. Second,
these variables allow for a more direct comparison with previous results on the post-Newtonian limit of other theories,
which now become obvious special cases of the class of theories we consider here [36–38, 53].
B. Post-Newtonian expansion
We now come to a post-Newtonian approximation of the field equations of the BDLS theory detailed in the previous
sections. Hereby we follow the parametrized post-Newtonian approach for teleparallel gravity theories developed in [38]
and its adaptation for scalar-torsion theories used in [36, 37]. The starting point of this formalism is the assumption
that the energy-momentum tensor of the source matter is given by that of a perfect fluid, and thus takes the form
Θµν = (ρ+ ρΠ+ p)uµuν + pgµν (46)
with uµuνgµν = −1. Further, one assumes that the velocity vi = ui/u0 of the source matter is small, |~v| ≪ c ≡ 1,
compared to the speed of light, in a particular frame of reference. Based on this assumption, one promotes the
velocity to a perturbation parameter, and assigns velocity orders O(n) ∝ |~v|n to all quantities. For the matter
variables constituting the energy-momentum tensor (46), which are the rest mass density, specific internal energy and
pressure, one assigns velocity orders O(2) to ρ and Π and O(4) to p [54], taking into account their orders of magnitude
in the Solar System. One further assumes that the gravitational field is quasi-static, which means that it changes only
following the motion of the source matter. Hence, time derivatives are weighted with an additional velocity order
∂0 ∼ O(1). Finally, one assumes that the background of the perturbative expansion is given by a diagonal tetrad and
a constant value of the scalar field,
0
eAµ = ∆
A
µ = diag(1, 1, 1, 1) ,
0
φ = Φ . (47)
One then performs a perturbative expansion of the tetrad and the scalar field of the form
eAµ =
∑
k
k
eAµ , φ =
∑
k
k
φ . (48)
Note that we do not introduce an expansion of the spin connection here, since we assume the Weitzenböck gauge
ωABµ ≡ 0 at all perturbation orders. Further, it is useful to lower the Lorentz index of the tetrad perturbations using
the Minkowski metric and to convert it to a spacetime index using the background tetrad, hence defining
k
eµν = ∆
A
µηAB
k
eBν . (49)
Finally, we perform a 3 + 1 split of the tetrad components into temporal and spatial parts. Following the procedure
detailed in [36–38], we find that the only relevant and non-vanishing components of the field perturbations are given
by
2
e00 ,
2
eij ,
3
e0i ,
3
ei0 ,
4
e00 ,
2
φ ,
4
φ . (50)
These are the components we will solve for in order to determine the post-Newtonian limit and hence the PPN
parameters.
8C. Taylor expansion of parameter functions
In order to perform the perturbative expansion of the field equations around the background (vacuum) solution (47),
we must perform a perturbative expansion of the parameter functions which appear in the action around the same
background. For the parameter functions G2, G3, G4, G5, GTele, F this means that we must perform a Taylor expansion
around φ = Φ, and all other arguments to these functions vanish. For the Horndeski part, this expansion takes the
form
Gi(φ,X) = Gi(Φ, 0) +Gi,φ(Φ, 0)ψ +Gi,X(Φ, 0)X +
1
2
Gi,φφ(Φ, 0)ψ
2 +Gi,φX(Φ, 0)ψX +
1
2
Gi,XX(Φ, 0)X
2 + . . .
= Gi +Gi,φψ +Gi,XX +
1
2
Gi,φφψ
2 +Gi,φXψX +
1
2
Gi,XXX
2 + . . .
(51)
for i = 2, 3, 4, 5, where we introduced boldface letters to denote the constant Taylor coefficients at the background
level. Similarly, we introduce the notation
GTele,GTele,φ,GTele,X ,GTele,T ,GTele,Tax ,GTele,Tvec ,GTele,I2 (52)
for the background value of GTele and its derivatives, as well as
F,F,1,F,2,F,3,F,X ,F,Y ,Fφ (53)
for the background value of F and its derivatives. Note that we do not introduce any notation for the derivatives with
respect to J, as it will turn out that these do not enter the field equations at the post-Newtonian order we consider.
For the relevant Taylor coefficients, we find the relations
F,1 =
9GTele,T + 2GTele,Tax
36
, F,2 =
9GTele,T − 2GTele,Tax
18
, F,3 = GTele,Tvec −GTele,T , (54)
F,φ1 =
9GTele,φT + 2GTele,φTax
36
, F,φ2 =
9GTele,φT − 2GTele,φTax
18
, F,φ3 = GTele,φTvec −GTele,φT , (55)
as well as their inverses
GTele,T = 2F,1 + F,2 , GTele,Tvec = 2F,1 + F,2 + F,3 , GTele,Tax =
18F,1 − 9F,2
2
, (56)
GTele,φT = 2F,φ1 + F,φ2 , GTele,φTvec = 2F,φ1 + F,φ2 + F,φ3 , GTele,φTax =
18F,φ1 − 9F,φ2
2
(57)
for the derivatives with respect to the various torsion scalars, while derivatives with respect to the scalar field terms
φ,X, Y = I2 take the same form in both parametrizations.
D. Restrictions on the considered theories
In order to be able to solve the post-Newtonian field equations and express the solution in terms of the PPN
potentials, we must impose several restrictions on the parameter functions. The first restriction is imposed by the
background field equations. We find that our assumed background (47) is a solution to the field equations only if we
assume
F+G2 = 0 , F,φ +G2,φ = 0 , (58)
or analogously in terms of GTele,
GTele +G2 = 0 , GTele,φ +G2,φ = 0 , (59)
Further, we restrict ourselves to theories in which the scalar field is massless. Without this restriction, Yukawa-like
terms would appear, which would require an extension of the standard PPN formalism [55, 56]. Hence, we set
F,φφ +G2,φφ = 0 , F,φφφ +G2,φφφ = 0 , (60)
which we can also write as
GTele,φφ +G2,φφ = 0 , GTele,φφφ +G2,φφφ = 0 . (61)
Finally, we remove terms which are of higher than second derivative order, and would thus lead to terms in the
solution involving higher derivatives of the source terms [57]. These terms are eliminated by [53]
G3,X − 3G4,φX = 0 , G4,X −G5,φ = 0 . (62)
In the following, we will consider only theories which satisfy these restrictions.
9E. Post-Newtonian solution
We are now in the position to derive a perturbative solution to the field equations. We proceed in three steps
with increasing velocity (perturbation) order. We solve the field equations at O(2) in section IVE1, at O(3) in
section IVE2 and at O(4) in section IVE3. See, e.g., [54] for the definition of the post-Newtonian potentials
U, Vi,Wi,Φ1,Φ2,Φ3,Φ4,ΦW ,A,B we use in this section.
1. Second velocity order
Since we have already solved the zeroth-order (vacuum) field equations by restricting the Taylor coefficients to the
values (58), we continue by solving the field equations at the second velocity order. These are given by the temporal
tetrad equation
(2F,1 + F,2 + F,3)△¯2e00 + (F,3 +G4)(2eij,ij − △¯2eii) + 1
2
(F,Y − 2G4,φ)△¯
2
φ = κ2ρ , (63)
the spatial tetrad equation
1
2
(2F,2−G4)△¯(2eij− 2ekj,ik− 2eik,jk)+ 1
2
(4F,2−G4)(△¯2eji− 2ejk,ik)+(F,3+G4)(2e00,ij− 2ekk,ij)+ 1
2
(2F,2+2F,3+G4)
2
eki,jk
+
1
2
(F,Y − 2G4,φ)
2
φ,ij +
[
(F,3 +G4)(△¯2eii − 2eij,ij − △¯2e00)− 1
2
(F,Y − 2G4,φ)△¯
2
φ
]
δij = 0 (64)
and the scalar field equation
(F,Y − 2G4,φ)(△¯2e00 − △¯2eii + 2eij,ij)− (F,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ)△¯
2
φ = 0 . (65)
In order to solve these equations, we make an ansatz of the form
2
e00 = a1U ,
2
eij = a2Uδij ,
2
φ = a3U , (66)
where a1,2,3 are unknown constants which are to be determined from the field equations. Inserting this ansatz into
the second order field equations yields the solution
a1 = −κ2 (2F,1 + F,2 + 2F,3 +G4)(F,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ) + (F,Y − 2G4,φ)
2
2π(2F,1 + F,2 −G4)[2(2F,1 + F,2 + 3F,3 + 2G4)(F,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ) + 3(F,Y − 2G4,φ)2] , (67a)
a2 = −κ2 2(F,3 +G4)(F,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ) + (F,Y − 2G4,φ)
2
4π(2F,1 + F,2 −G4)[2(2F,1 + F,2 + 3F,3 + 2G4)(F,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ) + 3(F,Y − 2G4,φ)2] , (67b)
a3 = −κ2 (F,Y − 2G4,φ)
2π[2(2F,1 + F,2 + 3F,3 + 2G4)(F,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ) + 3(F,Y − 2G4,φ)2] . (67c)
We will make use of this solution in the remainder of the calculation.
2. Third velocity order
We then proceed with the third velocity order. The corresponding field equations read
1
2
(4F,1 −G4)(△¯3ei0 − 2eij,0j) + 1
2
(2F,2 −G4)(△¯3e0i − 3e0j,ij − 2eji,0j)
+
1
2
(2F,2 + 2F,3 +G4)
3
ej0,ij − (F,3 +G4)2ejj,0i + 1
2
(F,Y − 2G4,φ) = −κ2ρvi (68)
and
1
2
(2F,2 −G4)(△¯3ei0 − 3ej0,ij − 2eij,0j) + 1
2
(4F,1 −G4)(△¯3e0i − 3e0j,ij)
+
1
2
(2F,2 + 2F,3 +G4)
2
eji,0j − (F,3 +G4)2ejj,0i + (2F,1 + F,2 + F,3)2e00,i0 + 1
2
(F,Y − 2G4,φ) = −κ2ρvi . (69)
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Solving these equations using an ansatz of the form
3
ei0 = b1Vi + b2Wi ,
3
e0i = b3Vi + b4Wi , (70)
we find that the solution is not unique. This is a consequence of the diffeomorphism invariance of the theory and the
resulting gauge invariance of the post-Newtonian approximation. In order to solve the equations, one therefore needs
to fix a gauge. Here we choose to work in the PPN gauge, which is determined only after the fourth velocity order is
solved [36–38]. At the third velocity order we thus obtain the partial solution
b1 = b3 + b4 =
κ2
4π(2F,1 + F,2 −G4) , b2 = 0 , (71)
while the difference b3 − b4 is left to be determined in the following step.
3. Fourth velocity order
In the last step, we come to solve the fourth velocity order of the perturbative expansion of the field equations. At
this perturbation order the equations become very lengthy, and so we will not display them here, but only sketch the
procedure. The equations we must solve at the fourth velocity order are given by the temporal and spatial tetrad
field equations, as well as the scalar field equations. It turns out that by taking a suitable linear combination of these
equations, the unknown fourth-order terms
△¯4eii , 4eij,ij , △¯
4
φ , (72)
which are not relevant for determining the post-Newtonian parameters, drop out of the equations, and the only
remaining fourth-order term we need to solve for is △¯4e00. This is achieved by making an ansatz of the form
4
e00 = c1Φ1 + c2Φ2 + c3Φ3 + c4Φ4 + c5U
2 . (73)
We can then solve the field equations for the constants c1, . . . , c5, as well as the so far undetermined difference b3− b4
left from the third velocity order. This solution then determines all tetrad components which we need in order to
obtain the full set of PPN parameters.
F. PPN parameters
Finally, we can compare our result for the post-Newtonian tetrad solution to the standard PPN form, according to
which its symmetric components are given by [58]
2
e00 = U , (74a)
2
e(ij) = γUδij , (74b)
3
e(0i) = −
1
4
(3 + 4γ + α1 − α2 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Vi − 1
4
(1 + α2 − ζ1 + 2ξ)Wi , (74c)
4
e00 =
1
2
(1− 2β)U2 + 1
2
(2 + 2γ + α3 + ζ1 − 2ξ)Φ1 + (1 + 3γ − 2β + ζ2 + ξ)Φ2
+ (1 + ζ3)Φ3 + (3γ + 3ζ4 − 2ξ)Φ4 − ξΦW − 1
2
(ζ1 − 2ξ)A . (74d)
By comparison with our result we find the PPN parameters
ξ = α1 = α2 = α3 = ζ1 = ζ2 = ζ3 = ζ4 = 0 , (75)
which indicates that the class of theories we study is fully conservative, i.e., it does not exhibit any preferred-frame or
preferred-location effects, or a violation of the conservation of total energy-momentum. The only PPN parameters,
for which we obtain a deviation from their general relativity values, are γ and β. For the former we find
γ = 1− (F,Y − 2G4,φ)
2 + 2(2F,1 + F,2 + F,3)(F,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ)
2(F,Y − 2G4,φ)2 + 2(2F,1 + F,2 + 2F,3 +G4)(F,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ) , (76)
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which we can express in the alternative parametrization as
γ = 1− (GTele,I2 − 2G4,φ)
2 + 2GTele,Tvec(GTele,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ)
2(GTele,I2 − 2G4,φ)2 + 2(2GTele,Tvec −GTele,T +G4)(GTele,X +G2,X − 2G3,φ)
. (77)
The result for β, however, is very lengthy. It is possible to express the PPN parameters in a neat form by introducing
the following combinations,
H,1 := G2,X − 2G3,φ + F,X = G2,X − 2G3,φ +GTele,X , (78)
H,2 := 2Fφ1 + Fφ2 = GTele,φT , (79)
H,3 := F,Y − 2G4,φ = GTele,I2 − 2G4,φ , (80)
H,4 := 2F,1 + F,2 + F,3 = GTele,Tvec , (81)
H,5 := 2F,1 + F,2 + 2F,3 +G4 = 2GTele,Tvec −GTele,T +G4 , (82)
H,6 := H,3 (4H,1G4,φφ − 2H,1F,φY +H,3 (G2,φX − 2G3,φφ + F,φX))− 2H2,1Fφ3 (83)
= 2
(
G2,X − 2G3,φ +GTele,X
)(
(GTele,φT −GTele,φTvec) (G2,X − 2G3,φ +GTele,X)
+ (GTele,I2 − 2G4,φ) (2G4,φφ −GTele,φI2)
)
+ (GTele,I2 − 2G4,φ) 2 (G2,φX − 2G3,φφ +GTele,φX) , (84)
giving us the following form of γ
γ = 1− 2H,1H,4 +H
2
,3
2
(
H,1H,5 +H2,3
) , (85)
and β becomes
β = 1− β˜
8
(
H,1H,5 +H2,3
)
2
(
3H2,3 − 2H,1 (H,4 − 2H,5)
) , (86)
where the function β˜ is
β˜ = 4H2,1H,3
(
H,2
(
4H,4H,5 − 2H2,4 − 3H2,5
)
+H,3
(
3H,4H,5 −H2,4 +H2,5
) )− 4H3,1H,4H,5 (H,4 − 2H,5)
+H,1H
3
,3
(
8H,2 (H,4 − 2H,5) +H,3 (4H,4 + 7H,5)
)
+H,3
(−6H,2H4,3 + 3H5,3 + 2H,6 (H,5 − 2H,4) 2)
+G4,φ
(
− 8H,1H3,3 (H,4 − 2H,5) + 8H2,1H,3
(
H
2
,5 −H2,4
)
+ 6H5,3
)
. (87)
Note the appearance of particular combinations of the Taylor coefficients in the denominators of the PPN parame-
ters (85) and (86). If any of these denominators vanish, the PPN parameters diverge, and the theory is ill-defined.
Indeed, one finds that these values correspond to cases in which either the scalar field or the metric becomes strongly
coupled around the background vacuum solution we consider. For
H,1H,5 +H
2
,3 → 0 (88)
the kinetic term of the metric in the Einstein frame vanishes, while for
3H2,3 − 2H,1 (H,4 − 2H,5)→ 0 (89)
the same happens for the kinetic term of the scalar field.
V. SPECIAL CASES
In the previous section we have derived the PPN parameters of the most general class of BDLS teleparallel Horndeski
theories. We now highlight a few special cases, which are of particular interest for various reasons. First, in section VA,
we consider the “purely teleparallel” class of theories, in which only the term GTele is present in the action. We then
reproduce a number of previously obtained results for three well-known classes of theories: Horndeski gravity in
section VB, scalar-torsion gravity in section VC and F (T1, T2, T3) gravity in section VD. The general relativity limit
of BDLS theory, which can be obtained in different ways, is discussed in section VE. Finally, we derive the most
general class of theories with PPN parameters identical to those of general relativity in section VF; theories of this
latter class are indistinguishable from general relativity at the level of their PPN parameters.
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A. Pure GTele theories
A particular case is given if we consider theories in which only the teleparallel term GTele is present, while the usual
Horndeski terms vanish, G2 = G3 = G4 = G5 = 0. In this case we find the PPN parameters
γ =
1
2
F
2
,Y + 2F,3F,X
F2,Y + F,X(2F,1 + F,2 + 2F,3)
. (90)
These can alternatively be written as
γ = 1− 1
2
G
2
Tele,I2
+ 2GTele,TvecGTele,X
G2
Tele,I2
+GTele,X(2GTele,Tvec −GTele,T )
, (91)
and in terms of H, this quantity reads as in (85). For the β parameter, the expressions look cumbersome in GTele
and F, but using the functions H defined in (78)-(82), one finds the following neat expression,
β = 1− 1
8
(
H,1H,5 +H2,3
)
2
(
3H2,3 − 2H,1 (H,4 − 2H,5)
)[− 2H,2
(
− 4H,1H3,3 (H,4 − 2H,5)
+2H2,1H,3
(−4H,4H,5 + 2H2,4 + 3H2,5)+ 3H5,3
)
+H,1H
4
,3 (4H,4 + 7H,5) + 4H
2
,1H
2
,3
(
3H,4H,5 −H2,4 +H2,5
)
−4H3,1H,4H,5 (H,4 − 2H,5) + 2H,3H,6 (H,5 − 2H,4) 2 + 3H6,3
]
. (92)
B. Horndeski gravity
The opposite case, compared to the previous one, is the well-known case of Horndeski gravity, which is obtained
for GTele = 0. In this case the PPN parameters reduce to
γ = 1− 4G
2
4,φ
G4(G2,X − 2G3,φ) + 4G24,φ
(93)
and
β = 1 +
G4G
2
4,φ[G4G4,φ(G2φX − 2G3,φφ) + (G2,X − 2G3,φ)(G24,φ − 2G4G4,φφ)]
2[G4(G2,X − 2G3,φ) + 3G24,φ][G4(G2,X − 2G3,φ) + 4G24,φ]2
. (94)
This result agrees with the PPN parameters found in [53].
C. Scalar-torsion gravity
A particular subclass of the pure teleparallel class discussed in section VA is obtained if the torsion enters the
action only through the linear combination
T =
1
4
T1 + 1
2
T2 − T3 . (95)
In this case the parameter function reduces to
F (T1, T2, T3, X, Y, φ, J) = L
(
1
4
T1 + 1
2
T2 − T3, X, Y, φ
)
, (96)
where we also omitted the dependence on J, as it does not contribute to the post-Newtonian limit. Equivalently, we
have
GTele(φ,X, T, Tax, Tvec, I2, J) = L(T,X, I2, φ) . (97)
For this action, which was proposed in [26], we find the PPN parameters
γ = 1 +
L
2
,Y
2L,TL,X − 2L2,Y
(98)
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and
β = 1+
L,Y
[
L,TL,XL
2
,Y (16LφT − 7L,Y ) + 3L4,Y (L,Y − 2LφT )− 8L2,TL2,XLφT + 2L2,TL,Y
(
2L2,X + L,Y LφX − 2L,XLφY
)]
8
(
4L,TL,X − 3L2,Y
)(
L2,Y − L,TL,X
)2 ,
(99)
in agreement with an earlier result [36].
D. F (T1, T2, T3) theories
Another special subclass of the pure teleparallel case is obtained if the function F does not depend on the scalar
field, and hence takes the form
F (T1, T2, T3, X, Y, φ, J) = F (T1, T2, T3) . (100)
This action was studied in [46, 59]. In this case we find the PPN parameters
γ = 1− 2F,1 + F,2 + F,3
2F,1 + F,2 + 2F,3
, β = 1− 1
4
2F,1 + F,2 + F,3
2F,1 + F,2 + 2F,3
. (101)
This is the result obtained in [38]. It may equivalently be recast in the form
γ = 1− GTele,Tvec
2GTele,Tvec −GTele,T
, β = 1− 1
4
GTele,Tvec
2GTele,Tvec −GTele,T
, (102)
using the parametrization through GTele.
E. General relativity limiting cases
There are different limiting cases, in which the class of theories we consider reduces to general relativity. One of
these cases is given by the teleparallel equivalent of general relativity (TEGR). This limit is obtained as a special case
of the pure teleparallel action shown in section VA by the choice
F (T1, T2, T3, X, Y, φ, J) = −1
4
T1 − 1
2
T2 + T3 , (103)
or equivalently by
GTele(φ,X, T, Tax, Tvec, I2, J) = −T . (104)
The same limit, up to a boundary term, can be achieved by starting from the Horndeski action discussed in section VB
and choosing G4 = 1, G2 = G3 = G5 = 0. In this case the only contribution to the action arises from the Lagrangian
L4 = −T +B , (105)
where the boundary term B does not contribute to the field equations. In both cases one finds the PPN parameters
β = γ = 1, as expected.
F. Theories with β = γ = 1
We finally determine the most general class of theories whose post-Newtonian limit agrees with the limit β = γ = 1
obtained in general relativity. For this purpose, we start from the result (85) for γ. One immediately sees that this
reduces to γ = 1 if and only if
2H,1H,4 +H
2
,3 = 0 . (106)
We can classify the solutions of this equation into two branches:
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1. We first consider the case H,3 = 0. In this case we must also demand H,4 = 0 (since H,1 cancels in the
expression (85)), as well as H,5 6= 0 to avoid divergences due to strong coupling, as mentioned at the end of
section IV. Inserting these conditions into our result (86) for β we find that also β = 1. Theories of this type
can be regarded as minimally coupled, since neither the scalar field nor additional torsion terms contribute to
the post-Newtonian limit.
We can also express this class of theories in the parametrization through the function F . We find that the three
conditions amount to
F,Y = 2G4,φ , 2F,1 + F,2 + F,3 = 0 , F,3 +G4 6= 0 . (107)
In the parametrization through GTele, the three conditions (107) for the minimally coupled class of theories take
the form
GTele,I2 = 2G4,φ , GTele,Tvec = 0 , GTele,T 6= G4 . (108)
2. We can obtain another class of theories if we assume H,4 6= 0. This case may hence be regarded a non-
minimally coupled class of theories. In this case we may solve the condition γ = 1 for, e.g., H,1 and find the
Taylor coefficients
H,1 = −
H
2
,3
2H,4
. (109)
Further, we must demand 2H,4 −H,5 6= 0 to avoid divergences. Inserting this into the expression (86), we find
the simplified result
β − 1 = −H,4
(−3H,2H4,3 + 2H4,3G4,φ + 2H2,4H,6)
4H5,3 (2H,4 −H,5)
. (110)
Solving for β = 1, we find the further conditions
H,6 = −
H
4
,3 (2G4,φ − 3H,2)
2H2,4
, (111)
as well as H,3 6= 0.
In the parametrization through the function F this class is given by the assumptions
2F,1 + F,2 + F,3 6= 0 , 2F,1 + F,2 −G4 6= 0 , F,Y 6= 2G4,φ , (112)
and solving for γ = 1 yields the condition
F,X = −G2,X + 2G3,φ − 1
2
(F,Y − 2G4,φ)2
2F,1 + F,2 + F,3
. (113)
By using this condition in β = 1, one gets an expression in terms of F, from which one can solve e.g.
F,φY =
1
2(2G4,φ − F,Y )(2F,1 + F,2 + F,3)
[
2(2F,1 + F,2 + F,3)
2(G2,φX − 2G3,φφ + F,φX)
− 4G4,φφF,Y (2F,1 + F,2 + F,3)− F2,Y (6F,φ1 + 3F,φ2 + F,φ3)− 4G24,φ(2F,Y + 6F,φ1 + 3F,φ2 + F,φ3)
+ 8G34,φ + 2G4,φ
(
F
2
,Y + 4G4,φφ(2F,1 + F,2 + F,3) + 2F,Y (6F,φ1 + 3F,φ2 + F,φ3)
) ]
. (114)
Expressed through GTele, the assumptions read
GTele,I2 6= 2G4,φ , GTele,Tvec 6= 0 , GTele,T 6= G4 , (115)
and we can solve, e.g., for the Taylor coefficients for γ = 1
GTele,X = −G2,X + 2G3,φ − (GTele,I2 − 2G4,φ)
2
2GTele,Tvec
(116)
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while by replacing this expression in the condition β = 1, one requires
GTele,φT =
1
2 (GTele,I2 − 2G4,φ) 2
[
2G2,φXG
2
Tele,Tvec
− 4G3,φφG2Tele,Tvec − 4G24,φ (2GTele,I2 +GTele,φTvec)
+2G4,φ
(
2GTele,Tvec (2G4,φφ −GTele,φI2) + 2GTele,I2GTele,φTvec +G2Tele,I2
)
+ 8G34,φ
+2GTele,I2
(
GTele,Tvec(GTele,φI2 − 4G4,φφ)−GTele,I2GTele,φTvec
)
+ 2G2Tele,TvecGTele,φX
]
(117)
to have the same PPN parameters as in General Relativity.
VI. CONCLUSION
We consider the post-Newtonian limit of a recently proposed teleparallel extension to the Horndeski class of gravity
theories, called BDLS theory [29]. In order to apply the standard PPN formalism, we restrict ourselves to theories with
a massless scalar field and in which terms of higher than second total derivative order are absent. We then calculate
the PPN parameters for this restricted class of theories, and obtain a general formula for the PPN parameters in
terms of the free functions determining the Lagrangian of a specific theory. Our findings show that the only PPN
parameters which potentially deviate from their general relativity values are γ and β, which means that all considered
theories are fully conservative, i.e., they do not exhibit any preferred-frame or preferred-location effects or violation
of total energy-momentum conservation. Further, we identify the class of theories whose parameters are identical to
those of general relativity. We find a large class of theories, which are thus indistinguishable from general relativity
by measuring the PPN parameters.
Our findings are in line with a number of previous results on the post-Newtonian limit of teleparallel gravity theories
and generalize these previous results [36–38]. By comparing our results with bounds on the PPN parameters obtained
from solar system observations, we are able to constrain the class of teleparallel Horndeski theories, in addition to
the constraints obtained from the speed of propagation of gravitational waves [30]. Most interestingly, we find a large
class of theories beyond general relativity, which pass all solar system tests of the PPN parameters.
These results further consolidate the BDLS class of teleparallel gravity theories as an interesting alternative to
curvature-based modified gravity theories, and motivate further studies of their properties, as well as similar theories
whose construction is based on related principles [60]. Our calculation of the parametrized post-Newtonian limit can be
seen as a first step towards a more general post-Newtonian approximation to higher perturbation orders, which allows
to derive the gravitational waves emitted from orbiting compact objects [61]. Complementary sets of observables may
be derived by using the theory of cosmological perturbations [62–64] to determine, e.g., the parameters of inflation;
using universal relations between the observable properties of neutron stars [65, 66]; studying the propagation of
light and the existence of photon regions around compact objects [67]. From the theoretical side, one may employ
the Hamiltonian formalism to study the appearance of additional degrees of freedom, further generalizing earlier
results [68–70]. Combining these different directions of research will allow us to further constrain the class of viable
teleparallel gravity models.
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Appendix A: Derivation of the field equations
1. Useful identities
To be able to find the field equations for our model, we will use some the following identities [46]
∂eBν
∂eAµ
= δBAδ
µ
ν ,
∂EB
ν
∂eAµ
= −EBµEAν , (A1)
∂e
∂eAµ
= eEA
µ ,
∂gαβ
∂eAµ
= −gµβEAα − gµαEAβ , ∂gαβ
∂eAµ
= ηABδ
µ
αe
B
β + ηABδ
µ
βe
B
α , (A2)
In addition, for variations of the torsion tensor we can find
∂TBρσ
∂eAµ
= ωBAρδ
µ
σ − ωBAσδµρ ,
∂TBρσ
∂eAµ,ν
= δBA (δ
ν
ρδ
µ
σ − δνσδµρ ) . (A3)
For the vectorial part of torsion, one has
CIA
µ ≡ ∂vI
∂eAµ
= EI
µωρAρ − ωµAI − T µAI − vAEIµ , (A4)
∂vI
∂eAµ,ν
= EA
νEI
µ − EAµEIν . (A5)
On the other hand, for the axial part, one can compute the following identities
∂aI
∂eAµ
= −1
3
ǫIB
CDEC
µTBAD +
1
3
ǫIB
CDED
µωBAC , (A6)
∂aI
∂eAµ,ν
=
1
3
ǫIA
CDEC
νED
µ . (A7)
The important derivatives for the tensorial part are more involved and were not presented in [46] so, we are going to
find them here. The variations of the tensorial part with respect to the tetrads gives us
∂tIJK
∂eAµ
=
1
2
∂
∂eAµ
[
TIJK + TJIK
]
+
1
6
∂
∂eAµ
[
ηKIvJ − ηKJvI − 2ηIJvK
]
. (A8)
The first term in the first bracket can be written as
∂
∂eAµ
TIJK =
∂
∂eAµ
(TBρσEJ
ρEK
σ) = wIAJEK
µ − wIAKEJµ − TIJAEKµ − TIAKEJµ , (A9)
where we have used Eqs. (A1)–(A3). The second term in (A8) can be written as
1
6
∂
∂eAµ
[
ηKIvJ − ηKJvI − 2ηIJvK
]
=
1
6
[
ηKICJA
µ − ηKJCIAµ − 2ηIJCKAµ + vJDKIAµ − vIDKJAµ
−2vKDIJAµ
]
, (A10)
where CIA
µ was defined in (A4) and DKIA
µ is given by
DKIA
µ ≡ ∂ηKI
∂eAµ
= δBI ηABE
µ
K + δ
B
KηABE
µ
I − ηAIEµK − ηKAEµI . (A11)
Thus, by replacing (A9) and (A10) into (A8) one gets
∂tIJK
∂eAµ
=
1
2
[
wIAJEK
µ − wIAKEJµ − TIJAEKµ − TIAKEJµ + wJAIEKµ − wJAKEIµ − TJIAEKµ − TJAKEIµ
]
+
1
6
[
ηKICJA
µ − ηKJCIAµ − 2ηIJCKAµ + vJDKIAµ − vIDKJAµ − 2vKDIJAµ
]
≡ HIJKAµ . (A12)
The last important identity needed is
∂tIJK
∂eAµ,ν
=
1
2
∂
∂eAµ,ν
[
TIJK + TJIK
]
+
1
6
∂
∂eAµ,ν
[
ηKIvJ − ηKJvI − 2ηIJvK
]
. (A13)
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The first term in bracket can be easily find,
∂
∂eAµ,ν
TIJK =
∂
∂eAµ,ν
(TBρσηBIEJ
ρEK
σ) = ηBIEJ
ρEK
σ ∂
∂eAµ,ν
(TBρσ) = ηAI(EJ
νEK
µ − EJµEKν) , (A14)
where we have used (A3). The second term in (A13) is
∂
∂eAµ,ν
(ηKIvJ) = ηKI
∂
∂eAµ,ν
vJ = ηKI(EA
νEJ
µ − EAµEJν) . (A15)
If one replaces the above identity and also (A14) into (A13), one finally gets
∂tIJK
∂eAµ,ν
=
1
2
[
ηAI(EJ
νEK
µ − EJµEKν) + ηAJ(EI νEKµ − EIµEKν)
]
+
1
6
[
ηKI(EA
νEJ
µ − EAµEJν)
−ηKJ(EAνEIµ − EAµEI ν)− 2ηIJ(EAνEKµ − EAµEKν)
]
≡ LIJKAµν . (A16)
2. Variations with respect to the tetrads
a. Variations of LTele
The term eδeLTele can be expanded as
eδeLTele = eδeGTele = e
(
GTele,XδeX +GTele,TδeT +GTele,TaxδeTax +GTele,TvecδeTvec +GTele,I2δeI2 +GTele,J1δeJ1
+GTele,J3δeJ3 +GTele,J5δeJ5 +GTele,J6δeJ6 +GTele,J8δeJ8 +GTele,J10δeJ10
)
. (A17)
Since all these scalars are constructed from aI , vI and tIJK and they contain up to first derivatives in the tetrads, one
can notice that, the only important terms appearing in the field equations are
CIδvI =
[
CI
∂vI
∂eAµ
− ∂ν
(
CI
∂vI
∂eAµ,ν
)]
δeAµ , (A18)
CIδaI =
[
CI
∂aI
∂eAµ
− ∂ν
(
Ci
∂aI
∂eAµ,ν
)]
δeAµ , (A19)
CIJKδtIJK =
[
CIJK
∂tIJK
∂eAµ
− ∂ν
(
CIJK
∂tIJK
∂eAµ,ν
)]
δeAµ , (A20)
where CI and CIJK are any arbitrary vector and tensor respectively. Note that the above derivatives for vI , aI and
tIJK are given in (A4), (A5), (A6), (A7), (A12) and (A16), respectively. The first two above variations are
eGTele,XδeX = −1
2
eGTele,Xφ;αφ;βδeg
αβ = eGTele,Xφ;αφ
;µEA
αδeAµ , (A21)
eGTele,TδeT = −4e
[
(∂λGTele,T)SA
λµ + e−1∂λ(eSA
λµ)GTele,T −GTele,TT σ λASσ µλ
+GTele,Tw
B
AνSB
νµ
]
δeAµ , (A22)
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where we have used the result found in [44, 47] to compute the second term eGTele,TδeT and Eq. (A2) to compute
the first one. All the remaining variations are given by
eGTele,TaxδeTax = 2eGTele,Taxa
IδeaI , (A23)
eGTele,TvecδeTvec = 2eGTele,Tvecv
IδevI , (A24)
eGTele,I2δeI2 = eGTele,I2φ
;IδevI − eGTele,I2vµφ;AδeeAµ , (A25)
eGTele,J1δeJ1 = 2eGTele,J1φ
;Iφ;JaJδeaI − 2eGTele,J1aJaµφ;Jφ;AδeeAµ , (A26)
eGTele,J3δeJ3 = eGTele,J3φ
;Kφ;J tIKJδevI + eGTele,J3φ
;Jφ;KvIδetIJK
+eGTele,J3vItK
µIφ;Kφ;Aδee
A
µ , (A27)
eGTele,J5δeJ5 = 2eGTele,J5φ
;Lφ;J tIL
KδetIJK − 2eGTele,J5tIµKtIJKφ;Jφ;AδeeAµ , (A28)
eGTele,J6δeJ6 = 2eGTele,J6φ
;Jφ;Kφ;Lφ;M tILMδetIJK + 2eGTele,J6tILKt
µ
M
Iφ;Kφ;Lφ;Mφ;Aδee
A
µ , (A29)
eGTele,J8δeJ8 = 2eGTele,J8φ
;Lφ;KtIJLδetIJK − 2eGTele,J8tIJK tIJµφ;Kφ;AδeeAµ , (A30)
GTele,J10δeJ10 = eGTele,J10ǫA
I
CDφ
;Aφ;J tJ
CDδeaI + eGTele,J10ǫAB
JKABφ;Aφ;IδetIJK
−eGTele,J10aJφ;Iφ;A
(
ǫµJCDtI
CD + ǫIJCDt
µCD
)
δee
A
µ . (A31)
Here, we have used the identity tµνα = −tαµν − tανµ and also Eq. (A1) to replace δeEBσ = −EBµEAσδeeAµ. Thus,
by replacing (A23)–(A30) into (A17) one can rewrite the variations as
eδeLTele = eGTele,TδeT + e
[
GTele,Xφ
;µ −GTele,I2vµ − 2GTele,J1aµaJφ;J +GTele,J3vItKµIφ;K − 2GTele,J5tIµKtIJKφ;J
+2GTele,J6tILKt
µ
M
Iφ;Kφ;Lφ;M − 2GTele,J8tIJKtIJµφ;K −GTele,J10aJφ;I
(
ǫµJCDtI
CD
+ǫIJCDt
µCD
)]
φ;Aδe
A
µ + eM
IδeaI + eN
IδevI + eO
IJKδetIJK , (A32)
where we have defined the following quantities
M I = 2GTele,Taxa
I + 2GTele,J1φ
;Iφ;JaJ +GTele,J10ǫA
I
CDφ
;Aφ;J tJ
CD , (A33)
N I = 2GTele,Tvecv
I +GTele,I2φ
;I + 2GTele,J2φ
;Iφ;JvJ +GTele,J3φ
;Kφ;J tIKJ , (A34)
OIJK = GTele,J3φ
;Jφ;KvI + 2GTele,J5φ
;Lφ;J tIL
K + 2GTele,J6φ
;Jφ;Kφ;Lφ;M tILM + 2GTele,J8φ
;Lφ;KtIJL
+GTele,J10ǫAB
JKABφ;Aφ;I . (A35)
Now by using Eqs. (A18)-(A20), one gets
eδeLTele = eGTele,TδeT + e
[
GTele,Xφ
;µ −GTele,I2vµ − 2GTele,J1aµaJφ;J +GTele,J3vItKµIφ;K
−2GTele,J5tIµKtIJKφ;J + 2GTele,J6tILKtµMIφ;Kφ;Lφ;M − 2GTele,J8tIJKtIJµφ;K
−GTele,J10aJφ;I
(
ǫµJCDtI
CD + ǫIJCDt
µCD
)]
φ;Aδe
A
µ +
[
eM I
∂aI
∂eAµ
− ∂ν
(
eM I
∂aI
∂eAµ,ν
)]
δeAµ
+
[
eN I
∂vI
∂eAµ
− ∂ν
(
eN I
∂vI
∂eAµ,ν
)]
δeAµ +
[
eOIJK
∂tIJK
∂eAµ
− ∂ν
(
eOIJK
∂tIJK
∂eAµ,ν
)]
δeAµ , (A36)
which can be written explicitly using the identities (A4)–(A16), yielding
eδeLTele =
[
− 4e
{
(∂λGTele,T)SA
λµ + e−1∂λ(eSA
λµ)GTele,T −GTele,TT σ λASσ µλ +GTele,TwBAνSBνµ
}
+e φ;A
{
GTele,Xφ
;µ −GTele,I2vµ − 2GTele,J1aµaJφ;J +GTele,J3vItKµIφ;K − 2GTele,J5tIµKtIJKφ;J
+2GTele,J6tILKt
µ
M
Iφ;Kφ;Lφ;M − 2GTele,J8tIJKtIJµφ;K −GTele,J10aJφ;I
(
ǫµJCDtI
CD + ǫIJCDt
µCD
)}
+
1
3
{
eM I(ǫIB
CDED
µωBAC − ǫIBCDECµTBAD)− ∂ν
(
eM IǫIA
CDEC
νED
µ
)}
+eN I(EI
µωρAρ − ωµAI − T µAI − vAEIµ)− ∂ν
(
eN I(EA
νEI
µ − EAµEI ν)
)
+eOIJKHIJKA
µ − ∂ν
(
eOIJKLIJKA
µν
)]
δeAµ , (A37)
where we have used (A22), and HIJKA
µ and LIJKA
µν were defined in Eqs. (A12) and (A16), respectively. The above
equation is the contribution coming from the Teleparallel term LTele.
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b. Variations of Li (i = 2, .., 5)
The Lagrangians Li (i = 2, .., 5) are exactly the same as the standard Horndeski gravity theory, therefore, it is
not necessary to compute the variations of the field equations again. The variations for these terms were computed
in [52] but in terms of the metric. It is easy to modify them by using the identity (A1)–(A3), i.e., by replacing
δgαβ = −(gµβEAα + gµαEAβ)δeAµ. In other words, Eqs. (11.a)–(13.d) in [52] are explicitly the field equations for
these terms. To convert these terms into our tetrad notation, we need to take
∑5
i=2 G(i)µν in [52] and convert it to
−2∑5i=2 G(i)Aµ. The factor −2 comes from the fact that the variations with respect to the tetrad give rise two minus
terms when one is changing into metric variations (δgαβ = −(gµβEAα + gµαEAβ)δeAµ). Thus, the variations that
appears in (30) will be equal to
e
5∑
i=2
LiEAµδeAµ + eδe
5∑
i=2
Li = −2e
5∑
i=2
G(i)AµδeAµ = −2eEAνgµα
5∑
i=2
G(i)ανδeAµ , (A38)
where G(i)αν were explicitly found in Eqs. (13a)–(13d) in [52].
3. Variations with respect to the scalar field
For the Teleparallel Horndeski Lagrangian, one can expand its variations with respect to the scalar field as
δφ(eLTele) = eGTele,φδφφ+ eGTele,XδφX + eGTele,I2δφI2 + eGTele,J1δφJ1 + eGTele,J3δφJ3
+eGTele,J5δφJ5 + eGTele,J8δφJ8 + eGTele,J6δφJ6 + eGTele,J10δφJ10 . (A39)
All the other invariants do not depend on the scalar field, hence, their variations are identically zero. The first five
terms can be straightforwardly computed, yielding
eGTele,φδφφ = eGTele,φδφ , (A40)
eGTele,XδφX = −1
2
eGTele,Xδφ
[
gµν(∂µφ)(∂νφ)
]
= ∂µ
[
eGTele,Xg
µν(∂νφ)
]
δφ , (A41)
eGTele,I2δφI2 = eGTele,I2δφ(v
µ∂µφ) = −∂µ(eGTele,I2vµ)δφ , (A42)
eGTele,J1δφJ1 = eGTele,J1δφ(a
µaν∂µ∂νφ) = −2∂µ(eGTele,J1aµaν∂νφ)δφ , (A43)
where we have integrated by parts. The next three terms in (A39) become
eGTele,J3δφJ3 = eGTele,J3δφ
[
vαt
αµν(∂µφ)(∂νφ)
]
= ∂µ
[
eGTele,J3vαt
µνα(∂νφ)
]
δφ , (A44)
eGTele,J5δφJ5 = eGTele,J5δφ
[
tµναtµ
λ
α(∂νφ)(∂λφ)
]
= −2∂µ
[
eGTele,J5t
βναtβ
µ
α(∂νφ)
]
δφ , (A45)
eGTele,J8δφJ8 = eGTele,J8δφ
[
tµναtµν
β(∂αφ)(∂βφ)
]
= −2∂µ
[
eGTele,J8t
ανµtαν
β(∂βφ)
]
δφ , (A46)
eGTele,J10δφJ10 = eGTele,J10δφ
[
ǫµνρσa
νtαρσφ;µφ;α
]
= −∂µ
[
eGTele,J10a
ν(∂αφ)(ǫ
µ
νρσt
αρσ + ǫανρσt
µρσ)
]
δφ , (A47)
where we have used the identity tµνα = −tαµν − tανµ, the symmetry property of the tensorial part of torsion tµνα =
tνµα, and we have integrated by parts. The last term in (A39) is more involved but it also can be directly computed,
giving
eGTele,J6δφJ6 = eGTele,J6δφ
[
tµναtµ
βσ(∂αφ)(∂βφ)(∂νφ)(∂σφ)
]
(A48)
= 2∂µ
[
eGTele,J6t
ναβtµσν(∂αφ)(∂βφ)(∂σφ)
]
δφ , (A49)
where again we have used the identities tµνα = −tαµν − tανµ and tµνα = tνµα several times and we have ignored
boundary terms. Thus, by replacing all the variations given by (A43)–(A49) into (A39), we find the final expression
for the variation of the Teleparallel Lagrangian with respect to the scalar field which reads as follows
δφ(eLTele) = −e
[
∇˚µ(Jµ−Tele)− Pφ−Tele
]
δφ , (A50)
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where we have defined
Jµ−Tele = −GTele,X(∇˚µφ) +GTele,I2vµ + 2GTele,J1aµaν∇˚νφ−GTele,J3vαtµνα(∇˚νφ)
−2GTele,J5tβναtβµα(∇˚νφ) + 2GTele,J8tανµtανβ(∇˚βφ)− 2GTele,J6tναβtµσν(∇˚αφ)(∇˚βφ)(∇˚σφ) ,
−GTele,J10aν(∇˚αφ)(ǫµνρσtαρσ + ǫανρσtµρσ) , (A51)
Pφ−Tele = GTele,φ , (A52)
to follow the same nomenclature as in standard Horndeski theory and we have also used that ∂µ(eA
µ) = e∇˚µAµ.
The variations of
∑5
i=2 Li with respect to the scalar field are the same as the standard Horndeski equations. According
to [52], one notice that these terms can be written as
δφ
(
e
5∑
i=2
Li
)
= −e
[
∇˚µ
( 5∑
i=2
J iµ
)
−
5∑
i=2
P iφ
]
δφ , (A53)
where J iµ and P
i
φ were defined in Eqs. (11.a)-(11.d) in [52].
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